Transform My Image Hair Solutions
530 Centre Avenue
Reading, PA 19601
TMiHair.com , (610) 376-Wigs (9447)

Good day, please allow us to introduce ourselves. We were founded and organized on
June 20, 2006, in Camden, NJ by Stacey Brookins-Laffey. In addition, in January 2014,
we opened an office in Reading, PA. The passion for organizing this company came
from her personal need for this specialized service tailored to thinning or loss of growth
hair.
Our services consist of a private 30 minute “One to One” free consultation in which we
share information of this excellent alternative “The Cranial Prosthetic Hair Piece”. During
this initial consultation, we provide a detailed description of a cranial prosthetic hair
piece. We have actual units we will present to the client so they may see and feel the
durability, light weight, breathable construction of the lace cap and the softness of the
hair textures.
Also the cranial prosthetic hair piece is attached with skin safe medical adhesive tape
which gives the flexibility to maintain normal life activities, such as going to the gym or
swimming.
If at anytime the client may be interested in ordering, we will walk them through the
entire ordering process which involves but not limited to the following:
!
Taking Measurements (Cranial)
!
Selecting Base Lace Color, Cap Style
!
Selecting Hair Color, Hair Length, Hair texture, Hair style and etc.
These units are sometimes covered by medical insurance which an allowance is given
yearly. This private 30 minute “One to One” consultation is free and there is no
obligation to purchase.
Our Mission and our passion is to share our knowledge of the cranial prosthetic hair
piece and how they create the most realistic, natural look when compared to a
convention wig but yet is an affordable solution for children, women and men who are
experiencing thinning or total hair loss.
Thank you for allowing this letter to precede a follow-up phone call and I thank you in
advance for this opportunity.

Stacey Brookins-Laffey
Company Representative

